
Gaming Keyboard Delux KM18DB RGB (White&Pink) Ref: 6938820413905
Gaming Keyboard Delux KM18DB RGB (White&Pink)

Delux KM18DB RGB gaming keyboard (white and pink)
The  Delux  KM18DB  mechanical  gaming  keyboard  is  great  for  both  gaming  and  work.  It  consists  of  89  keys  and  connects  to  your
compatible  device in  3  ways.  It  offers  RGB backlighting and supports  Windows 7/8/10 and macOS operating systems.  What's  more,  it
features yellow Gateron G Pro switches and won't take up much space thanks to its compact design. 
 
Wireless operation
Forget about unsightly, tangled cables. The Delux gaming keyboard is equipped with a durable 2000 mAh lithium-ion battery. Thanks to
this, the KM18DB works on a single charge for about 3 days (with the backlight on) or about 25 days - if you don't use the backlight. A
USB-C cable is also included for easy charging of the device. 
 
Various ways to connect - wide compatibility
The  keyboard  connects  to  a  compatible  device  in  3  ways:  via  USB-C  cable,  Bluetooth  5.0  and  in  the  2.4G band.  The  choice  is  yours!
What's more, it works with Windows 7/8/10 and macOS - successfully connect it to your computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet. 
 
Carefully thought-out design
The Delux KM18DB RGB features yellow Gateron G Pro switches,  which stand out for  their  fast  response time and high precision.  The
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ergonomic design ensures long-lasting comfort, and you can also adjust the height of the keyboard thanks to the adjustable feet. The use
of special foam helped reduce the noise the device generates when clicking. In addition, dedicated software allows you to customize the
operation of the product. 
 
Included  
keyboard
USB-C cable
USB mini receiver
user manual
Manufacturer
Delux
Model
KM18DB
Color
white-pink
Number of keys
89
Connection
Wired, 2.4G, Bluetooth 5.0
Rechargeable battery
Lithium-ion
Battery capacity
2000 mAh
Working time
3 days (with backlight), 25 days (without backlight)
Switches
Yellow Gateron G Pro
Weight
779 g ± 15 g (including mini receiver)
Compatibility
Windows 7/8/10, macOS
Other
N-key rollover, RGB backlighting

Preço:

Antes: € 68.4987

Agora: € 61.50

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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